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ABSTRACT: One mechanism of regulating the catalytic
activity of protein kinases is through conformational
transitions. Despite great diversity in the structural changes
involved in the transitions, a certain set of changes within the
kinase domain (KD) has been observed for many kinases
including Src and CDK2. We investigated this conformational
transition computationally to identify the topological features
that are energetically critical to the transition. Results from
both molecular dynamics sampling and transition path
optimization highlight the displacement of the αC helix as
the major energy barrier, mediating the switch of the KD
between the active and down-regulated states. The critical role
of the αC helix is noteworthy by providing a rationale for a
number of activation and deactivation mechanisms known to
occur in cells. We ﬁnd that kinases with the αC helix
displacement exist throughout the kinome, suggesting that this
feature may have emerged early in evolution.

■

INTRODUCTION
Protein kinases constitute a large family of proteins that plays
essential roles in regulating cellular pathways. To maintain
normal cellular functionality, their activities are subject to tight
regulation. Kinases share a highly conserved kinase domain
(KD), which undergoes a conformational change that is central
to this regulation.
As previously noted,22,25,27,42 the KDs of diﬀerent kinases
share a similar active structure, whereas the inactive
conformations often diﬀer. Despite the variability associated
with the inactive forms, one inactive conformation has been
observed for a number of diﬀerent kinases, including the cyclindependent kinases (CDKs),7,12 the Src family kinases
(SFKs),51,56 the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),59
the zeta-chain-associated protein kinase 70 (ZAP70),13 and
Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK). 41 The conformational
activation/deactivation and the regulatory mechanisms for
some of these kinases have been reviewed.27
This inactive conformation is compared to the active
structure for a Src family kinase in Figure 1. Three major
structural features are involved in the active to inactive
conformational transition. First, in the inactive form, the
catalytic cleft between the N- and C-terminal lobes (N-lobe and
C-lobe) is more closed due to a hinge motion of the two lobes.
Second, the αC helix is rotated outward relative to the β strands
in the N-lobe. This outward displacement of the αC helix
© 2012 American Chemical Society

breaks a catalytically important salt bridge between a conserved
glutamate and a conserved lysine residue (E310 and K295 in
chicken c-Src numbering), and is believed to contribute to
rendering the KD catalytically inactive. Finally, the activation
loop (A-loop) rearranges from an extended conformation to a
more compact one, with the N-terminal part forming a short
helix packed against the αC helix without a ﬂip of the conserved
DFG motif as observed in another class of inactive structures.27
The C-terminal part of the A-loop of diﬀerent kinases may take
diﬀerent conformations, and in the case of Src, another short α
helix is formed.
Although a good number of structures for the two end states
have been solved experimentally, the transition process of this
conformational change remains to be elucidated. In the present
work, we investigate this conformational transition computationally, taking an SFK member Lyn and a CDK member
CDK2 as examples. We aim to deﬁne the important topological
features that control the transition. A Go̅-type coarse-grained
protein model29,30 enabled us to obtain well converged
computational results despite the large-scale and multifaceted
nature of the conformational transition. Instead of providing
complete atomistic details of the molecule, a Go̅ potential
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Figure 1. A comparison of the active (red) and inactive (blue) conformations of the kinase domain of the Src family kinase Lyn with the C-lobe
superimposed. The conformational change mainly involves three structural elements as highlighted with solid colors in each panel: the N-lobe (left),
the αC helix (middle), and the A-loop (right). The molecule is rotated by 90° along the vertical axis in the middle and right panels relative to the
orientation in the left panel. The side chain of E310 is highlighted in the middle panel to show the rotation of the αC helix. The structures shown are
homology models of Lyn based on crystal structures of the Src family kinases Lck (PDB id: 3LCK)57 and Hck (PDB id: 1QCF)51 as reported
previously.46

Following the procedure of ref 6, we then constructed a
double-basin Go̅ potential Vdouble for each KD by merging the
two single-basin potentials Vact and Vina. A similar procedure
applied to Src kinase has been reported before.58 The merging
procedure takes the form of an exponential average:

models a protein at the residue level and provides descriptions
of the chain connectivity and the contact pattern, in other
words, of the topological features of a protein. In this study, we
hope to capture the part of the mechanism underlying the
transition process that is encoded in the topology of the
molecules. Considering that a similar conformational transition
is apparently broadly distributed over remotely related kinases,
it is especially reasonable that a common topology-encoding
mechanism might exist.
We characterize the molecular system in two ways. First, we
use enhanced molecular dynamics sampling to explore the free
energy landscape of the system. Second, we use the recently
developed maximum ﬂux transition path (MFTP) method60 to
locate an optimal path for the transition process by maximizing
the “traﬃc” along the path connecting the two reference states.
Results from both independent methodologies highlight the αC
helix as a structural element critical to the energetics of the
transition process. This ﬁnding provides a physical understanding of the previous observation that, repeatedly,
interactions to the αC helix are involved in the biological
mechanisms for regulation of diﬀerent kinases. A systematic
analysis of the KD structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
is carried out to examine the potential relevance of the current
ﬁnding over the human kinome.

Vdouble = −

1
ln{exp[−β(Vact + α)] + exp(−βVina)}
β

(1)

where α and β are parameters that modulate the relative
stability of the two states and the barrier height between them,
respectively. For Lyn and CDK2, these parameters were chosen
on the basis of trial simulations. The α values were chosen to
roughly balance the active and inactive forms, yet slightly
favoring a diﬀerent side in the two systems. Speciﬁcally, α was
set to −4.0 kcal/mol for Lyn, which slightly favors the inactive
form, and to −12.5 kcal/mol for CDK2, which slightly favors
the active form. The β value for Lyn was set to 0.02 mol/kcal,
which resulted in a few spontaneous transitions in a trial MD
simulation of 400 ns at 200 K. Such a transition rate allowed us
to converge the 2D free energy landscapes in 1 μs of replica
exchange molecular dynamics simulation but is likely to be
faster than the physical transition rate given the complexity of
the conformational transition. To also examine the system at a
slower transition rate, a greater β of 0.03 mol/kcal was used in
the maximum ﬂux transition path calculations of CDK2, which
resulted in a signiﬁcantly higher barrier compared to the Lyn
system.
The reference structures for Lyn KD were obtained from
homology modeling46 based on the crystal structures of active
Lck (PDB id: 3LCK)57 and inactive Hck (PDB id: 1QCF).51
For CDK2, the crystal structures of its active (PDB id: 1FIN)24
and inactive (PDB id: 1HCK)53 forms were used as the
reference structures. A short loop from residues 37−40 missing
in the inactive CDK2 structure was modeled with the program
MODELLER.50 For all structures, missing hydrogen atoms
were added, and a mild energy minimization was carried out
with the CHARMM program.8 All molecular dynamics
simulations carried out for these models were propagated
with the Langevin integrator of CHARMM8 using a time step
of 10 fs and a friction coeﬃcient of 5.0 ps−1, and without a
cutoﬀ distance for the nonbonded energy terms.

■

METHODS
The Double-Basin Go̅ Model. The kinase domains (KDs)
of Lyn and CDK2 were both modeled using a double-basin Go̅
potential. Go̅-type potentials realize a single-basin energy
surface with the minimum energy at a known three-dimensional
structure.16 Whereas these single-basin potentials are widely
used to study protein folding mechanisms,9,11,44,54 Go̅ models
featuring multiple basins have been developed to study
conformational transitions by combining the single-basin Go̅
potentials built on diﬀerent conformations.6,23,39,43,61 For each
of the two KDs, two single-basin Go̅ potentials Vact and Vina
were built based on the active and inactive structures,
respectively, as described by Karanicolas and Brooks.29 Detailed
energy terms of this Go̅ model are described in the Supporting
Information. The Go̅ models have a melting temperature of
about 250 K. On the basis of this observation, we took 200 K as
an estimate of “room temperature” in this study.
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The Maximum Flux Transition Path Calculation. We
further characterized the transition process of the KDs of both
Lyn and CDK2 using the maximum ﬂux transition path
(MFTP) method.60 The MFTP method is a generalization of a
path optimization method for the Cartesian space due to refs 5
and 21. The algorithm of the MFTP method is described in ref
60. In brief, it resolves the path that carries maximum ﬂow
between two metastable states as a series of images in a
collective variable space through iterative updates starting from
an initial guess. In each iteration, an update vector is estimated
on the basis of restrained molecular dynamics sampling at each
of the path images. In all calculations reported here, the path
was represented by 40 images. In each iteration, 50 ps of
restrained equilibration and 500 ps of restrained sampling at
200 K were carried out for each image. The force constant was
10 kcal/(mol·Å2) for all restraints. The virtual time step used
for updating the path is 0.001 in CHARMM time units squared,
or (1.55 fs)2.
The MFTP calculations were carried out in a space
consisting of seven collective variables for both KDs. Each of
the seven variables characterizes the progress of the transition
in terms of the relative orientation between a pair of structural
elements, a full list of which is described in the Results section.
Between two structural elements, a collective variable is deﬁned
as a combination of individual inter-residue distances
connecting them in the following form:

Replica Exchange Simulation and Free Energy Landscape Construction. We ﬁrst explored the conformational
space of Lyn KD using replica exchange (Rex) enhanced
molecular dynamics sampling.19 The Rex runs consisted of ﬁve
replicas spanning a temperature ladder of 200−240 K with a
uniform step of 10 K. For each replica, 0.8 μs of dynamics were
generated following 0.2 μs of equilibration. During the
simulation, each trajectory made more than 1300 trips between
the two ends of the temperature ladder. Results from
simulations initiated with the active or inactive structure are
highly similar, showing that 0.8 μs is long enough to converge
the sampling.
2D free energy landscapes for diﬀerent pairs of order
parameters were constructed on the basis of the sampling data
to visualize the conformational space. The examined order
parameters are all diﬀerence quantities, each characterizing the
progress of a certain property of the system. These order
parameters include the energy diﬀerence ΔV ≡ Vact + α − Vina,
the rmsd diﬀerence Δrmsd(X) = rmsd(X, Xact) − rmsd(X, Xina),
and a contact number diﬀerence ΔQ = Qact − Qina. The physical
meaning of the ΔV parameter is given at the beginning of the
Results section. In the deﬁnition of Δrmsd, X is the examined
conﬁguration, whereas Xact and Xina are the active and inactive
structures, respectively. The contact diﬀerence ΔQ depends on
the contacts unique to either the active or inactive states,
namely, the pairs that are deﬁned as Go̅ contacts in the one
single-basin model but not in the other. For a given
conﬁguration, Qact or Qina counts the number of distances
from the active or inactive list of unique pairs, respectively, that
are within 1.45 times their values in the corresponding
reference structure.
The weighted histogram analysis method14,32 was used to
combine the sampling data obtained at each temperature while
assuming each temperature was sampled independently. Such
an assumption is justiﬁed by the large number of travels across
the temperature ladder made by each replica, as discussed in ref
10. Speciﬁcally, a histogram H was ﬁrst constructed by dividing
the conﬁgurations sampled at all L diﬀerent temperatures into
M bins according to their potential energy V. The density of
states Ωi associated with each potential energy bin i was
calculated by solving the following equation iteratively:
M

Ωi =

ni

zi =

j=1

L

L

(2)

where N is the total number of conﬁgurations, Hi the number
of those in bin i, Vi the center potential energy of bin i, and βl
the lth inverse temperature. A 2D histogram HP,Q for the pair of
order parameters P and Q at the inverse temperature β0
corresponding to the reference temperature of 200 K was
then constructed by binning all sampled conﬁgurations
according to their P and Q values but reweighting each count
with a weighting factor
ωm =

Ωme−β0Vm
Hm

rijact − rijina
|rijact − rijina|

rij
(4)

where rij is the jth distance for deﬁning collective variable zi and
rsij is the reference value of this distance in state s. The distances
included in the summation are those diﬀering by at least 1 Å in
the two end states and at the same time contributing to the
contact energy in at least one of the two single-basin Go̅
potentials (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information for a
detailed list).
For each KD, the MFTP calculation was started from three
diﬀerent initial paths, one generated by linear interpolation
(linear) and two deﬁned from targeted molecular dynamics
(TMD)52 runs (αC-Aloop, Aloop-αC). To generate the starting
conﬁgurations for the linear path, the inactive structure was
gradually pulled toward the active structure with harmonic
restraints applied to each inter-residue distance used to deﬁne
the collective variables. The pulling process involves changing
the reference values of the harmonic restraints from the inactive
distances to the active distances in 2000 consecutive steps. In
each step, the structure was subject to 100 steps of
minimization and 20 ps of restrained dynamics. The αCAloop and Aloop-αC paths were generated each by two TMD
runs starting from the active structure. In the ﬁrst run, the rmsd
to the inactive structure of the N-lobe (including αC) or C-lobe
(including A-loop) was minimized for the αC-Aloop or AloopαC path, respectively. In the second run, the rmsd of the whole
molecule to the inactive structure was minimized. In each of the
three initial paths, two critical structural changes happen in a
diﬀerent order: the αC-Aloop initial path has the αC helix
displacement preceding the A-loop rearrangement, whereas the
Aloop-αC initial path has the opposite sequence. These two
events happen concurrently in the linear initial path.
We monitored the convergence of the path optimization by
calculating the distance between the path at the last iteration to
the paths at the previous iterations. The distance between two

Hi ∑m = 1 Ωm ∑l = 1 e−βlVm
N ∑l = 1 e−βlVi

∑

(3)

where m is the index of the bin in the 1D histogram H that the
potential energy of the conﬁguration falls into. A 2D free
energy map was obtained by calculating the free energy as Fij =
P,Q
P,Q
−β−1
0 ln[Hij /max(Hij )]. Equations 2 and 3 are equivalent to
eqs 72 and 68 of ref 10.
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Figure 2. (A−D) Free energy landscapes of Lyn at the reference temperature for diﬀerent structural parameters against the transition progress
variable ΔV. The relative motion of the two lobes (A) and the movement of the αC helix (B) are examined via the corresponding Δrmsd parameters.
Δrmsd gives the diﬀerence between the speciﬁc rmsd to the active structure and that to the inactive structure. The C-lobe was superimposed when
calculating the rmsd for N-lobe, and the N-lobe excluding the αC helix was superimposed when calculating the rmsd for the αC helix. The structural
changes of the N-terminal (C) and C-terminal (D) segment of the A-loop are examined via the corresponding ΔQ parameters. ΔQ gives the
diﬀerence between the numbers of formed active-unique contacts and inactive-unique contacts. (E) Representative structures from the intermediate
basin where the A-loop is disordered. The N-lobe, αC helix, A-loop, and C-lobe are colored in yellow, green, red, and light blue, respectively. The
orange sphere highlights the inward position of E310, indicating the rotational orientation of the αC helix. For a temperature dependence of the
stability of the intermediate basin, see also Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.

paths P and Q was deﬁned as the distance between each
corresponding image pair averaged over all pairs along the
paths:
d (P , Q ) =

1
40

40

match at least one ePK sequence with more than 95% identities
plus gaps, and are identiﬁed as structures of human ePK kinase
domains. For each of the remaining chains, the Cα−Cα
distance between the two residues that align with E310 and
K295 of c-Src was calculated if applicable as an indicator of the
position of the αC helix with respect to the N-lobe β strands.

7

∑ ∑ (Pij − Q ij)2
i

j

■

(5)

where Pij is the value of the jth collective variable of the ith
image in path P.
After the path evolution had converged, a long iteration with
1.5 μs of restrained sampling was carried out to estimate the
free energy of the collective variables along the optimal paths
by numerically integrating the free energy gradient ∇F
evaluated at each path image as described in ref 60. Speciﬁcally,
F39 = 0 and Fi = 1/2∑38
k=i (∇Fk + ∇Fk+1)·(Zk − Zk+1) for i < 39,
where Zk is the coordinate of the kth path image in the
collective variable space.
Analysis of Kinase Domain Structures in PDB. A
systematic analysis of the kinase structures in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) was carried out to examine the prevalence of the
displacement of the αC helix. To identify structures of kinase
domains in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), we ﬁrst ran a
structural alignment with the PDBeFold server31 using the
inactive model structure of Lyn as the query structure against
the whole PDB archive with 40% query lowest acceptable
match and 20% target lowest acceptable match. The sequences
of the 2781 chains reported as hits in the structural alignment
were then aligned against 478 human eukaryotic protein kinase
(ePK) sequences37 using BLASTP.1 2202 of the 2781 chains

RESULTS

2D Free Energy Landscapes for Lyn Kinase Domain. In
this section, we characterize the conformational space of the
kinase domain (KD) of Lyn by examining free energy
landscapes for multiple structural parameters constructed
from replica exchange (Rex) enhanced molecular dynamics
sampling. Each free energy landscape examines one structural
parameter against a common coordinate, ΔV ≡ Vact + α − Vina,
which is a natural progress variable to characterize the relative
position of a conﬁguration with respect to the two basins. In
the merged double-basin model, the force f that a conﬁguration
feels is related to the forces it would feel in the two original
single-basin models fact and fina by a linear combination f =
cactfact + cinafina, where the ratio of the coeﬃcients cact and cina is
directly related to ΔV by
cact
= exp( −βΔV )
c ina

(6)

Therefore, a large negative/positive value of ΔV indicates that
the force applied to the molecule is mostly contributed by the
active/inactive component of the merged potential, whereas
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metastable state mainly have the αC helix in the inward
position. When the αC helix is not “out”, the A-loop can adopt
a variety of conformations, consistent with the fact that this
intermediate gains stability as the temperature rises (see Figure
S1, Supporting Information).
A Floppy C-Terminal Segment of A-Loop on the Inactive
Side (ΔV > 0). A striking diﬀerence between Figure 2C and 2D
is in the shape of the basin on the inactive side, which indicates
that the N- and C-terminal segments of the A-loop behave
diﬀerently near the inactive state. The inactive basin in Figure
2C has a ﬂat shape. Its small vertical span suggests that the Nterminal segment has very well-deﬁned structure in the inactive
state. In contrast, the inactive basin of the C-terminal segment
of the A-loop (Figure 2D) spans a wide range of ΔQ values,
suggesting a ﬂexible conformation.
The diﬀerence of the two parts of the A-loop discussed above
implies that the ordered structure of the N-terminal segment
plays an important role in maintaining the overall inactive
shape. This role of the N-terminal segment is likely due to its
close proximity to the αC helix in the inactive structure. Its
helical form is required for making correct contacts with the αC
helix so as to stabilize the αC helix in the displaced
conformation. In contrast, the C-terminal segment can take a
variety of conformations on both the active and inactive sides,
suggesting that this part of the A-loop is less relevant to the
energetics controlling the transition process. The ﬂexibility of
the C-terminal region of the A-loop revealed by our coarsegrained simulation agrees with all-atom simulations of Hck4 and
suggests that such ﬂexibility arises from the contact topology of
the structures.
That the N-terminal region of the A-loop is important for the
structural integrity of the inactive state, while the C-terminal
region is not, gives a physical understanding of previous
mutagenesis studies of the Src family kinases in which it was
shown that substitutions in the N-terminal rather than the Cterminal region of the A-loop increase the kinase activity
regardless of the down-regulation by C-terminal tail phosphorylation.17,34 In a broader sense, the computational ﬁnding
provides a rationale for the fact that the helical structure formed
by the N- but not the C-terminal segment is often conserved in
diﬀerent kinases that have the αC helix displaced outward in
the inactive structures.
Maximum Flux Transition Paths of Lyn Kinase
Domain. While the free energy landscape for two coordinates
can be easily visualized as a 2D map constructed from sampling
data, a more detailed characterization of the transition would
require the simultaneous examination of more than two
variables, so that constructing the full landscape quickly
becomes an infeasible task as the dimensionality goes beyond
a very small number. Path optimization methods provide a way
to explore higher dimensional spaces. In this section, we report
the use of the maximum ﬂux transition path (MFTP) method60
for locating optimal transition paths in a space consisting of
seven collective variables. An MFTP is a path along which the
ﬂow rate between two stable states is maximized. It approaches
the minimum free energy path at zero temperature but is closer
to an ideal path at ﬁnite temperatures. In the optimization, the
path is represented as a series of points or images, each with a
speciﬁed set of values for the collective variables.
As described in the Methods section, the collective variables
used in this study are deﬁned as linear combinations of
individual inter-residue distances connecting diﬀerent structural
elements of the KD. Figure 3A shows a list of the seven pairs of

values close to zero indicate a conﬁguration is close to the
barrier region.
As described in the Introduction, the transition involves
mainly the movement of three structural elements, namely, the
hinge between the N-lobe and C-lobe, the αC helix and the Aloop. These features are natural choices for structural
parameters to characterize and such parameters are used to
construct the free energy surfaces reported below. It should be
noted that the relative stability of the two states and the barrier
height between them reﬂected in the free energy landscapes are
related to the choice of the α and β parameters. Accordingly,
the results identify qualitative topological features, such as the
shapes and positions of the free energy basins, while
quantitative conclusions on the relative stability and transition
rate cannot be assessed.
Position of the αC Helix Correlates with the Reaction
More Strongly than Does Lobe−Lobe Orientation. Parts A
and B of Figure 2 show the free energy landscapes for the
structural parameters ΔrmsdNlobe or ΔrmsdαC versus ΔV. For
ΔrmsdNlobe, the rmsd’s to the two reference structures are
calculated over the N-lobe residues excluding the αC helix with
the C-lobe superimposed, and for ΔrmsdαC, they are calculated
for the αC helix residues with the rest of the N-lobe
superimposed. These two coordinates characterize the
closing/opening hinge motion of the N- and C-lobes and the
swinging/rotating motion of the αC helix within the N-lobe,
respectively.
On both landscapes, the progress of the transition, ΔV,
clearly divides the space into two metastable regions with
negative ΔV corresponding to the active state and positive ΔV
to the inactive state. The broad basins with extensive overlap
along the vertical axis in Figure 2A imply that the lobe−lobe
motion occurs with little cost in free energy. This facileness of
the lobe−lobe motion has been observed also in all-atom
simulations of Src kinases.3,46 In contrast, the two basins in
Figure 2B for the αC helix motion show signiﬁcantly less
overlap in the ΔrmsdαC coordinate, suggesting the position of
the αC helix correlates more strongly with the progress of the
transition than does the relative position of the two lobes.
An A-Loop Melted Intermediate on the Active Side (ΔV <
0). The rearrangement of the A-loop involves partial unfolding
and refolding, and is more complex than the lobe−lobe and αC
helix motion. In the inactive conformation, the A-loop folds
into two short helical segments of which the N-terminal one
packs against the αC helix (Figure 1C). In the active
conformation, both segments adopt extended conformations
and form contacts to diﬀerent parts of the C-terminal lobe.
Parts C and D of Figure 2 examine the two segments of the Aloop separately by plotting the free energy landscapes for the
contact number diﬀerence ΔQ of these two segments. The
deﬁnition of ΔQ was given in the Methods section. When
calculating ΔQAloopN or ΔQAloopC, only residue pairs that involve
at least one residue in the N-terminal or C-terminal segment of
the A-loop, respectively, are used to build the pair lists.
In both parts C and D of Figure 2, the active and inactive
states appear as minima near the upper-left and lower-right
corners. Interestingly, an additional metastable region exists,
which is energetically more similar to the active state as
suggested by the negative ΔV. Figure 2E shows representative
structures for this intermediate with both ΔQAloopC and
ΔQAloopN within [−4, 1] and ΔV within [−70 kcal/mol, −30
kcal/mol]. Consistent with the strong correlation between the
position of the αC helix and ΔV, conﬁgurations in this
4469
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Figure 3. MFTP path optimization of Lyn KD using seven collective variables converges to the same path starting from three diﬀerent initial paths.
(A) Pairs of structural elements used to deﬁne the collective variables. For a full list of individual distances used to deﬁne each collective variable,
refer to Table S1 in the Supporting Information. (B) Proﬁle of each collective variable (CV) in the initial path shown by plotting the normalized
values of each variable along the path. Each collective variable z is normalized to z̅ = (z − zact)/(zina − zact) so that z̅ has a value of 0 in the active
structure and 1 in the inactive structure. The collective variable curve is colored as in part A. (C) Distance between the last path and the paths from
previous iterations showing the convergence of the optimization. (D) The proﬁles of the collective variables in the ﬁnal paths are nearly identical for
all three initial paths.

Figure 4. The free energy proﬁle along the optimal transition path of Lyn KD and representative structures at diﬀerent path images. The error bars
show the standard error for the free energies calculated from the ﬁrst and second halves of the 1.5 μs of sampling time. The average structure over
the entire sampling time is shown for the six labeled path images in tube representation with the same color scheme as that used in Figure 2E. For an
evolution history of the free energy of the αC-Aloop path, see also Figure S2 in the Supporting Information.

structural elements used to deﬁne the seven collective variables.
Collectively, they characterize the conﬁguration of the αC helix

and the N-terminal segment of the A-loop both internally and
with respect to the relatively rigid N-lobe β strands and the C4470
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helix has almost formed while the αC helix is still at its active
position and where the cyan collective variable value is greater
than 1. The displacement of the αC helix occurring around
image 33 corresponds to the highest barrier along the path,
after which the free energy decreases by about 2.6 kcal/mol.
The evolution history of the path and its free energy proﬁle
during the optimization further establishes the critical role of
the αC helix. As the initial path evolves toward the optimal
path, the height of the major free energy barrier decreases in all
three optimizations. The most signiﬁcant decrease occurred in
the optimization of the αC-Aloop path, the evolution of which is
shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. Regardless
of the change in barrier height and position along the path, the
barrier position always closely follows the motion of the αC
helix (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Such coincidence
shows that the largest energy penalty in the transition process
comes from the movement of the αC helix, which is physically
reasonable considering that its displacement involves simultaneous breaking of a number of contacts. To minimize this
energy penalty, the molecule chooses the path in which the Aloop prearranges itself before the αC helix moves so that its Nterminal part will be ready to make contacts with the relocated
αC.
The role of the αC helix revealed in the path calculations
conﬁrms the conclusions drawn from the 2D free energy
surfaces in a higher dimensional space. In this space, the
disordered A-loop conformations from the intermediate state
on the 2D landscapes are better resolved and correspond to the
long segment from image 8 to 30 of the optimal path with
relatively ﬂat free energies. We note that the αC helix is also the
origin of the transition barrier reported by Yang and Roux;58
however, the sequence of events in the optimal path described
above is apparently inconsistent with theirs, in which a doublebasin Go̅ potential was used to characterize the active and
inactive states of the KD of a diﬀerent Src family kinase Hck.
The free energy surface reported in ref 58 showed that, when
going from active to inactive, the αC helix moves ﬁrst and the
A-loop moves later. Part of this discrepancy can be explained by
the fact that the A-loop was treated as a whole piece58 but
separated into two parts in the present study. With respect to
the C-terminal part, our results agree with those of ref 58 in
that the C-terminus of the A-loop can still be unfolded after the
αC helix moves outward. Nevertheless, the N-terminal part of
the A-loop makes the active to inactive transition before the αC
helix moves in our calculation. This discrepancy is likely due to
diﬀerences in the Go̅ models. In the model used in the present
study (see the Supporting Information for details), the contact
strengths are speciﬁc to each contact pair instead of uniform as
in ref 58, potentially preserving more details from the all-atom
representation. Moreover, sequence instead of structure derived
dihedral references are used to remove the dominating eﬀect of
the dihedral terms in determining the conformation of the
system.29 Finally, the force constant and radius of the repulsive
terms in the Go̅ model used in ref 58 result in a barrier as small
as 0.25 kcal/mol for the protein chain to cross over itself. The
parameters used in the present study give barriers that are 2
orders of magnitude greater and thus prevent the chain crossing
in the dynamics.
Maximum Flux Transition Paths of CDK2 Kinase
Domain. As mentioned in the Introduction, inactive
conformations similar to those of Src kinases have been
observed for a number of other kinases, among which CDK2 is
a famous example.7 Since the optimal path calculated for Lyn

lobe. The C-terminal segment of the A-loop was not included
because it is ﬂexible in both active and inactive states in the Rex
simulations. Similarly, the relative orientation between the Nlobe and C-lobe was excluded from the list because of the broad
basins in Figure 2A.
Like other transition path optimization methods such as the
nudged elastic band26 method and the string method,40 the
MFTP method evolves an initially guessed path into a locally
optimized path, and thus potentially depends on the initial
guess. To get a more global idea of the path space, we started
the evolution from three initial paths, each generated to have a
diﬀerent sequence of events (see Methods). These three initial
paths are shown in Figure 3B by plotting each normalized
collective variable as a function of the path image index with
curves colored corresponding to Figure 3A. The normalization
shifts and scales each collective variable so that they all take a
value of 0 in the active structure and 1 in the inactive structure.
The diﬀerences in the three initial paths are apparent from the
comparison of the three panels.
Three Initial Paths Converge to the Same Final Path. Each
initial path was optimized using the MFTP method for 2000
iterations. The three panels of Figure 3C plot the distance from
the path at each iteration to the ﬁnal path to visualize the
convergence of the optimization (see Methods for the
deﬁnition of the distance between two paths). For all three
calculations, the distance-to-ﬁnal curves plateau to a small value
over the last 1000 iterations, indicating that each path has
reached a stable position, about which it ﬂuctuates due to
sampling error in evaluating the free energy gradient in
individual iterations.
The three panels of Figure 3D show the proﬁle of each
collective variable along the three ﬁnal paths. In contrast to the
initial paths, the ﬁnal paths are strikingly similar, indicating that
the three calculations have converged to one consensus path. In
this common ﬁnal path, the movement of the αC helix as
indicated by a concerted jump in three collective variables
(magenta, black, and green) occurs near the inactive state. In
other words, it is the last step to accomplish when going from
active to inactive. Prior to this event, the N-terminal part of the
A-loop has arranged itself in an inactive-like conformation.
Speciﬁcally, at path image 30, the value of the red collective
variable has reached 1, indicating a helix-like shape of the Nterminal segment of the A-loop. Moreover, the blue, orange,
and cyan collective variables all have values close to 1,
indicating that this segment is located close to its inactive
position relative to the αC helix, the N-lobe, and the C-lobe. A
value greater than 1 for the cyan collective variable is caused by
a movement of the A-loop further into the center of the
catalytic cleft and away from the C-lobe residues. This
overshooting allows the A-loop to make contacts with the αC
helix which is still close to its active position.
Free Energy along the Path Highlights the Critical Role of
the αC Helix. The free energy proﬁle and representative
average structures along the consensus optimal path are shown
in Figure 4. Starting from the active side, the A-loop ﬁrst breaks
its contacts with the C-lobe (image 0 to 8), causing a rise at the
beginning of the free energy curve. It then moves a long
distance toward the catalytic cleft center in a diﬀusive fashion,
as indicated by the long and relatively ﬂat shoulder of the free
energy curve from image 8 to 30. The N-terminal part of the Aloop starts to form the helical structure when it gradually moves
into the space below the αC helix. The minor dip in free energy
at image 30 corresponds to a conformation in which this short
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the collective variables and the free energy along this common
ﬁnal path. The prediction of the same mechanism as observed
for Lyn is well supported. First, the ﬁnal path deﬁned by the
collective variable proﬁles agrees well with that of Lyn for the
overall progress pattern, in which the active to inactive
transition initiates with the A-loop leaving the C-lobe and
concludes with the αC helix moving away from the β strands in
the N-lobe. Second, the free energy proﬁle shows a prominent
peak close to the inactive end, coincident with the movement of
the αC helix as indicated by the rise of the magenta, black, and
green coordinates. As in the transition of Lyn, the movement of
the αC helix is the energetically costly step. We note that the α
and β parameters chosen for the double-basin potential of
CDK2 diﬀer from those used for Lyn KD (see Methods).
Notably, the CDK2 value for α switches the favored form to the
active state, and the value for β results in a higher barrier for
CDK2 compared to Lyn. As such, the above-noted qualitative
characteristics of the transition behavior and free energy proﬁle
are not sensitive to the relative stability of the two states as
determined by α and the height of the barrier as determined by
β at least within the variation range observed for the two
systems. Unlike the Lyn path, the free energy along the optimal
path of CDK2 increases monotonically from the active state to
the major barrier. This diﬀerence is related to the diﬀerent α
and β parameters rather than a physically relevant feature.

can be understood on the basis of the contact topology of the
molecule, the same mechanism is expected to also apply to the
KDs of these kinases. To test this prediction, MFTP
optimization was carried out for CDK2. The cyclin-dependent
kinases are serine/threonine kinases belonging to the CMGC
group of protein kinases. They are relatively remotely related in
sequence to SFKs among the diﬀerent kinases for which the
similar inactive conformation has been observed. Figure 5A

■

DISCUSSION
The Key Role of the αC Helix in SFK Regulation. In the
present study, we examined the KD of a Src family kinase, Lyn,
to determine which of those features observed from crystal
structures of active and inactive kinase states are energetically
critical to the transition. Our results obtained from both
conformational sampling and path calculation show a strong
correlation of the αC helix motion with the major barrier of the
transition, suggesting a picture in which the αC helix acts as an
energetic switch between the active and inactive conformations.
Whereas the present study focuses on the KD, full length Src
kinases contain two regulatory domains SH2 and SH3 in
addition to the KD. In vivo, the activity of the KD is downregulated when the three domains form an assembly. The
highlighted critical role of the αC helix suggests the potential of
this structural element as a target for interdomain allosteric
regulation. Indeed, several previous studies on SFKs have
pointed out that, in the formation of the down-regulating SH3SH2-KD assembly, the allosteric signal from the SH2 and SH3
domains is transmitted to the KD through the N-terminal
segment of KD via its interaction with the αC helix.2,18,33,47
The critical role of the αC helix found in the present study is
consistent with such a picture. On the other hand, our results
are less supportive of an alternative mechanism that has been
proposed to explain the allosteric regulation by SH2−SH3, in
which the formation or dissociation of the assembly aﬀects the
relative orientation of the two lobes of the KD which in turn
aﬀects the ﬂexibility of the C-terminal segment of the A-loop
and hides or exposes the phosphorylation site Tyr416.56 Our
dynamics studies show the C-terminal segment of the A-loop is
intrinsically ﬂexible. Moreover, its ﬂexibility is not aﬀected by
restraints on the relative orientation of the two KD lobes.
Interaction with the αC Helix as a Common
Regulatory Mechanism in the Kinome. The key role of
the αC helix in the transition of Lyn KD characterized by the
Go̅ potential is related to the fact that, as a relatively rigid
structural element, the motion of the αC helix has the potential

Figure 5. MFTP path optimization of CDK2 using seven collective
variables converges to a path similar to that of Lyn KD. (A) A
comparison of the inactive structure of CDK2 and Lyn KD. Both
structures are shown in cartoon representation with the same color
scheme used in Figure 2E. The C-terminal part of the A-loop of CDK2
takes a diﬀerent conformation compared to Lyn. The C-lobes of the
two structures also diﬀer substantially. (B) Proﬁles of the collective
variables along the optimal transition path of CDK2, colored as in
Figure 3A. (C) Free energy proﬁle along the optimal path. The
calculation of the free energy proﬁle and error bars are the same as
described in the caption of Figure 4 for the Lyn system.

compares the inactive structure of CDK2 and that of Lyn KD.
The two structures diﬀer mainly near helix αG in the C-lobe
and at the C-terminal part of the A-loop. The αC helix of the
inactive CDK2 structure is outwardly displaced, similarly to
Lyn, but with its N-terminal end further from the N-lobe β
strands.
The activation/deactivation path of CDK2 was determined
with the MFTP method in the same way as for Lyn, using the
same collective variables and starting from three similar initial
paths. As in the Lyn case, all three optimizations arrived at the
same ﬁnal path. Parts B and C of Figure 5 show the proﬁles of
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Figure 6. The distribution in the human kinome of kinases with the αC helix displaced outward from the N-lobe. Each kinase with a structure in the
PDB with a distance greater than 14.5 Å between the two residues aligned with E310 and K295 of c-Src is labeled. Major groups are colored and
labeled. The aligned sequences and phylogeny data of the human kinome are taken from www.kinase.com/human/kinome.37 The dendrogram of the
phylogenetic tree is drawn with the web-based program Interactive Tree Of Life.36

all structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) based on a
sequence alignment against human eukaryotic protein kinase
sequences to identify all available structures of kinase domains
(see Methods). Of these structures, those with a Cα−Cα
distance greater than 14.5 Å between the two residues aligned
with E310 and K295 of c-Src were determined. As shown in
Figure 6, such conformations are present in all major branches
of the human kinome and are especially concentrated in the
group of tyrosine kinase (TK). In addition to the TK group and
groups CMGC and CAMK with kinase members noted above,
the groups TKL, STE, and AGC also have known structures
with the αC displaced outward and have potential to be
regulated by intra- or intermolecular interactions to stabilize the
aC orientation, and thus control catalytic activity. The extensive
coverage of the kinome with an αC helix displaced
conformation suggests that a regulatory role of the αC helix
as an activation switch might have emerged at an early stage of
the evolution and is a preserved topological feature in very
diﬀerent branches of the kinome.
Methodological Aspects of the Path Calculation. The
collective variables we used in the path calculation are linear
combinations of individual distances. They are more collective
and of a smaller number compared to tens or hundreds of
individual distances or Cartesian coordinates, which are the
usual choices of similar path calculations.15,45,48 Use of a large
set of collective variables has the advantage that more degrees
of freedom are deﬁned by the collective variables so that the
space consisting of the rest of the degrees of freedom is usually
small and requires less sampling, which is essential for applying

to induce the greatest perturbation to the system. The similar
optimal transition path from MFTP calculation for CDK2
conﬁrms that such a role is a consequence of the overall
topology of the system rather than speciﬁc interactions. We
therefore propose that the αC helix may play a general and
critical role in the activation/deactivation transitions of diﬀerent
kinases that possess the Src/CDK-like inactive conformation, in
which the αC helix is displaced outward and the N-terminal
segment of the A-loop takes a helical form. These kinases
include but are not limited to EGFR,59 Zap70,13 Mer,20 BTK,38
NEK7,49 OSR1,35 and CDPK.55
In fact, regulatory mechanisms involving interactions with
the αC helix have been observed/proposed repeatedly among
well studied kinases with a Src/CDK-like inactive conformation. For example, the activation of CDKs and EGFR requires
the binding of cyclin or another kinase domain directly to a
hydrophobic patch close to the αC helix12,59 region. A similar
mechanism has been proposed for the activation of Nek7 by its
binding partner Nek9.49 The alternative regulatory mechanism
of SFKs by assembly of the regulatory domains induces speciﬁc
interactions to the interface or hinge between the αC helix and
the β4 strand in the N-lobe and thus activates or deactivates the
kinase domain. Besides Src, examples include Zap7013,28 and
CDPK.55
Given the key role of the αC helix suggested from the
present study, we considered the potential relevance of αC in
regulation for an even broader range of kinases in the kinome,
namely, those kinases with an αC helix displaced outwardly
from a catalytically active conformation. We therefore surveyed
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the method to systems that are very expensive to sample.
However, while reducing the dimensionality of the orthogonal
space, such an approach results in a high-dimensional and
potentially rugged collective variable space, which poses two
problems for path optimization methods. First, very densely
spaced images would be needed to characterize a path. More
importantly, there would be a large number of locally optimal
paths connecting the two end states, which would result in a
diﬀerent ﬁnal path from nearly every diﬀerent initial path,
making it very hard to interpret the result from a single or a few
optimizations. In fact, we observed both problems during early
stages of our study when we used a set of more than 100 interresidue distances as the collective variables. In that case, the free
energies along the paths are rugged and the sequence of events
of the optimized path is always the same as that of the initial
path. To our knowledge, the present work is the ﬁrst one in
which a consensus optimal path is reached starting from
alternative initial paths with disparate sequence of events for a
biological system. We note that such results are only possible
when the collective variable space is not rugged. At the same
time, it is reasonable to interpret a globally relevant mechanism
based on a few optimizations only when the collective variable
space is smooth so that the total number of locally optimal
paths is also no more than a few.
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CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the conformational transition between the
active and inactive states of the KDs of Src and CDK2 with
conformational sampling and path optimization approaches. A
robust result from both methodologies and both molecular
systems is the identiﬁcation of the displacement of the αC helix
as a topological feature that dominates the major energy barrier
for activation. The calculation also deﬁnes the sequence of
events along the optimal path to be that the A-loop folds into
the active site followed by the αC helix movement when going
from the active to the inactive state. The key ﬁnding that
displacement of the αC helix is the origin of the major energy
barrier and thus controls the switch of the KD between the
active and down-regulated states provides an explanation for a
number of known activation and deactivation mechanisms of
many kinases. Finally, we ﬁnd that kinases with the αC helix
displacement exist throughout the kinome, suggesting that this
feature may have emerged early in evolution.
ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Table S1: List of residue pairs used to define the collective variables for Lyn and
CDK2. Each row of the table lists the pairs used to define one collective variable as
indicated by the first column. Distances that increase from the active to the inactive
state and thus contribute positively to the collective variable are listed directly.
Distances that decrease from active to inactive and thus contribute negatively to
the collective variable are listed in parenthesis.
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Figure S2: The evolution of the αC-Aloop path of Lyn KD during the MFTP optimization. The profiles of the collective variable (top) and the free energy (bottom)
are shown for the path at different stages of optimization. Each column displays
the collective variables and the free energy averaged over a 100-iteration period.
The blue double-headed arrows show where the αC helix moves and where the free
energy peaks along the path.
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Supplementary Methods
The single-basin Gō model
We used the Gō potential developed by Karanicolas and Brooks [15,16] as the singlebasin model. The model represents each residue of the protein with a single particle
at the Cα position and the potential function consists of both bonded and nonbonded terms describing interactions between the particles:
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where bi , θi , φi are the individual bond length, bond angle and dihedral angle,
b̄i , θ̄i , φ̄ni are the corresponding reference values and kb , kθ and kφ ’s are the force
constants. The reference values for the dihedral angles in this specific Gō model
are defined solely based on the protein sequence and hence have no dependence on
the reference structure. Reference values for all other terms are derived from the
reference structure. The model defines native contacts between a pair of residues
if their side-chain heavy atoms are within 4.5 Å or if they are directly hydrogenbonded. For those pairs that are in contact, a 12-10-6-order energy term with an
attractive well and a dissociation penalty is used:
  
 σ 10
 σ 6 
σ 12
− 18
+4
,
(2)
V12−10−6 (ǫ, σ, r) = ǫ 13
r
r
r
where r is the distance between the two particles and ǫ and σ are parameters determining the strength and characteristic distance of the contact, respectively. For
all the other pairs, the non-bonded interaction is described by a simple 12-order
repulsive term:
 σ 12
V12 (ǫ, σ, r) = ǫ
,
(3)
r
where ǫ is the force constant and σ is the repulsive diameter.

Consolidation of two single-basin models
As described in Methods, an exponential averaging procedure is used to merge two
single-basin Gō potentials into one double-basin potential. For the exponential averaging scheme to work properly, it is necessary to make modifications to the two
single-basin Gō models to eliminate factors that may cause an artificially large ∆V .
These factors involve all three structure-derived terms. We made modifications to
each of them to make the two single-basin models compatible with each other.
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Figure S3: Consolidated angle potential for angles with reference values differing by
different degrees in the two single-basin models.
Bonds
The bond terms were consolidated by taking the average of the reference values in
the two single-basin models for each bond. This modification does not affect either
model significantly because the length of a Cα -Cα pseudo-bond varies little as the
configuration changes.
Angles
Different from the bond terms, an angle term may have very different reference
values in the two single-basin models. Taking the average does not work very well
for the angle terms because it would distort the two reference structures. Instead of
averaging, we changed the form of the angle term from a single-basin harmonic well
to the following double-basin potential:
V angl (θ) = −β1 ln(exp(−β2 (k(θ − θ0 )2 )) + exp(−β2 (k(θ − θ0′ )2 ))).

(4)

where θ0 and θ0′ are reference values in the two models, k = 75.6 kcal/mol/rad2 is the
)2 .
original harmonic force constant, β1 = 0.155 kcal/mol, and β2 = β1 ( max(|θ0π/6
−θ0′ |,π/6)
The definition of β2 ensures that any angle with |θ0 − θ0′ | > π/6 has a constant barrier of 1 kcal/mol between its two minima, whereas for angles with |θ0 − θ0′ | ≤ π/6
the barrier height shrinks as the difference between the two minima decreases.
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Non-bonded terms
Both types of terms characterize the excluded volume effect as a steep repulsive
wall. Because the original single-basin models use structure derived non-bonded
parameters, the same pair of residues may experience the repulsive wall at different
distances in the two single-basin models, which would result in a huge energy gap
between the two models. In the consolidated models, we modified the non-bonded
terms so that the same pair of residues always experience the same repulsive wall.
The specific forms of the consolidated non-bonded terms are summarized below.
In the summary q is a flag the value of which is true if the pair is in contact and
false otherwise. qij , ǫij and σij denote corresponding attributes of pair {ij} in the
′ , ǫ′ and σ ′ denote
present (active/inactive) model before consolidation, whereas qij
ij
ij
the same attributes in the other (inactive/active) single-basin model. ǫ0 = 0.18
kcal/mol and σ0 = 4.0 Å.
• if qij :
′
– if q′ij andσij > σij
:
′
′
min[V

12−10−6 (ǫij , σij , rij ), max(V12−10−6 (ǫij , σij , rij ), 0)]
min(V12−10−6 (ǫij , σij , rij ), 0)
Vijnbond =

V12−10−6 (ǫij , σij , rij )

– else: Vijnbond = V12−10−6 (ǫij , σij , rij )

• else:
– if

q′ij :

Vijnbond

=



′
max(V12−10−6 (ǫ′ij , σij
, rij ), 0)
0

– else: Vijnbond = V12 (ǫ0 , σ0 , rij )
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′
for rij < σij
′
for rij ≥ σij

′
for rij < σij
′
for σij
≤ rij < σij
for rij ≥ σij

